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Analysis of total power spectra from AAVS2 antennas


This note is on analysis done on total power spectra recorded from AAVS2 antennas over three 
days starting 2021 Jan 04 at 1809 hrs WA time.  The data are available in 512 coarse channels 
over 400 MHz, sampled every 16 secs.  The channel spacing is 0.78125 MHz.  I used data over 
63 hrs beginning at 1913 hrs WA time.


Since SKALA4.1 is a log-periodic antenna with structural bandwidth well exceeding the operating 
band, the antenna gain is fairly constant over most of the band.   The high pass filters in the Front 
End Modules (FEM) cut off the band below 55 MHz.  Thus the antenna temperature is close to a 
power law, with a roll off below about 60 MHz.  


Almost all of the system temperature is antenna temperature: radio sky dominates receiver noise 
temperature over the entire band. However, receiver noise does increase in significance towards 
both band edges: towards the upper end of the band the sky brightness temperature reduces, 
and towards the lower end of the band the antenna efficiency drops off and so the antenna 
temperature reduces.


The total band power, which is dominated by the sky noise, rises and falls over time as the Galaxy 
transits.  I averaged the channel powers over a band 65 to 80 MHz to provide a reference power 
for amplitude normalisation of the spectra recorded at different instances.  This sub-band was 
relatively free of RFI and close to where the system temperature peaks.  Normalised spectra are 
shown below for one of the embedded antennas in AAVS2, in Y polarisation.


There is RFI.  ORBCOM satellite downlink comes in between 137-138 MHz.  Persistent RFI 
between 243 and 271 MHz, due to downlinks of geostationary US Military SatComms, renders 
this band unusable.  I have rejected these bands and also done an RFI excision over the other 
parts of the spectrum.  The RFI excision algorithm I implemented looks for positive deviations in 
the normalised spectra, from the minimum, that exceed twice the median deviation.  The 



algorithm was run thrice, recomputing the median deviation in successive runs using only data 
that survives the previous iteration.  The above spectrum, following RFI excision, is shown below:




The spectra for this antenna and polarisation, following RFI excision but without normalisation, are 
shown below. Most wiggles in the spectrum appear reasonably stable in time, at least for this 
antenna & polarisation.


I then computed the total power in the band in each spectrum, to get the total power versus time.  
Then computed the median value of this total power.  I then sorted all the spectra into two bins - 
one with total power above median and the other with total power below median. The spectra in 
each bin were averaged.  The two spectra represent measurement made on the Galaxy and off 
the Galaxy.  These averaged spectra, normalised to have the same total band power in the 65-80 
MHz band, are shown below.




The similarity demonstrates that the structures in the spectra, including the dip at 78 MHz, do 
scale with the intensity of background radio sky.  Thus these are structures in antenna gain versus 
frequency and not spectral structures in ground emission or receiver noise, which would not scale 
with the intensity of the background sky.


The ratio of the spectra on and off the galaxy is shown below.  This ratio decreases somewhat 
towards the top of the band and towards the bottom of the band: this is consistent with the 
expectation that at both ends the receiver noise, while continuing to be sub-dominant, does 
increase in significance compared to the antenna temperature.


During the 63 hrs over which I have examined the data, the total power for one of the antennas 
and polarisations, averaged over 65 to 80 MHz, is show below versus WA time.  


The plot below shows the same antenna total power, now plotted versus LST.  




As stated above, the band power, which is dominated by the sky noise, rises and falls with transit 
of the Galaxy. The shape of this profile of antenna temperature versus time would be determined 
by the sky brightness distribution and embedded element pattern (at present we don’t have the 
EEPs for the full band so I’m not trying to predict this profile, or the spectra, from global sky 
models).


The total power shown above does have dips: decrements in gain of varying magnitude. I show 
below a closeup view.


Below is a plot of sample spectra (without RFI excision applied) at times close to, and including, 
the dips.  FM also appears in the spectra shown below, at frequencies around 100 MHz.


The entire band as a whole scales down a little when there is a dip in total power versus time.  
These dips in receiver gain appear to occur when there is RFI that adds to the total RF power in 
the band.   More on this issue in the Summary/Discussion section at the end of this note.




Looking at the shapes of spectra from the AAVS2 antennas, below are sample spectra for two 
antennas in the station; X and Y polarisations are displayed.


There is considerable spectral structure at the lowest frequency end of the band, which differs 
between antennas and between polarisations.  Every plot is an overlay of normalised spectra 
acquired every 16 mins.  Therefore, the spread in the normalised spectra is a measure of the lack 
of constancy in the spectral shape of antenna temperature, over the 63 hours of data taking. 
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Below I show two panels of spectra.  Both panels correspond to spectra from 16 antennas that 
are serviced by a single SMART box.  The upper panel is for X polarisation and the lower panel is 
for Y polarisation.  For each antenna, there are 236 spectra overlaid, spaced 16 mins apart and 
over the total of 63 hours.  These 236 spectra have been normalised and overlaid.  Within each 
panel, spectra from different antennas are shown with an offset in amplitude, to separate the 
traces corresponding to different antennas.
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Most of the antennas do show considerable spectral structure at the lower frequency end of the 
band.  In particular most antennas show a dip in gain close to 78 MHz.   Many antennas also 
show a spectral structure in gain close to 55 MHz.   As stated above, these are features in 
antenna gain and not due to ground emission or receiver noise.  The band shapes appear 
uncorrelated between X and Y polarisations, and between antennas in the same SMART box.


Many of the antennas do seem to show some change in the shape of the antenna temperature 
spectrum over the 63 hours of data taking, as evidenced by the spread in the profiles for some 
antennas.


More on the shapes of the spectra and the time-variations in these shapes later below.


Shown below are spectra of the system temperature, for all the antennas in the station, separately 
for X and for Y polarisation.  The average shape is also shown as a blue trace. 


I have examined these spectra for evidence for the small glitches in gain that were observed in 
test measurements made on the SKALA4.1 antenna in the Curtin-CIRA anechoic chamber.  EM 
modelling of the antennas had also indicated glitches at the same frequency locations as in the 
measurements.  I cannot see evidence for those glitches in these sky measurements with AAVS2 
antennas.  The lack of detection of the glitches in these sky spectra may be because of the 
limited spectral resolution in these data.




Finally, I have examined the time variations in the spectra of the antenna temperature, to explore 
why the overlays of normalised profiles in figures above have some thickness/scatter.  For this, 
I’ve confined to the band 55 to 85 MHz.  I now use data every 4 mins.  Each spectrum is 
normalised using the value in a single good channel that has been free of RFI - at 66 MHz. 


I plot below overlays of the normalised spectra in panels on the left, and time-frequency plots on 
the right.  Pairs of such panels are shown below for three antennas embedded in the AAVS2 
station.  The shape of the spectrum certainly changes over the days by 10-20%, with some 
features maintaining a presence through the changes.  As seen in the time-frequency plots, the 
changing spectrum repeats on successive days; black horizontal lines have been drawn in the 
time-frequency plots, separated by a sidereal day, to help make out the cycling with a period of 
one day. 




The time-variations in the spectra are most likely due to what is known as “mode coupling”.  The 
frequency dependent beam of the embedded AAVS4.1 antennas, together with the spatial 
variations in sky brightness temperature, result in spectral structure that varies with LST and 
would be expected to repeat every sidereal day, provided the beam pattern and electronics 
bandpass were stable.  Once the embedded patterns are computed over the full SKA-Low band, 
these time-varying spectra may be predicted using global sky models for comparison with the 
data and for estimating the stability of the receiver.


Summary/Discussion: 

Gain dips over time:  

I suspect that the dips in gain over time are caused by the RFoF modulator, which might 
have a feedback to stabilise the laser power.  Decrease in receiver gain when there is RFI 
is a phenomenon we’ve experienced with Cosmic Dawn radiometers that use RFoF links. 


The band shape appears unaffected by the gain dip, and that is consistent with our 
experience with the SARAS radiometer.   Thus the effect of the gain dip is just a 
momentary decrease in the overall scaling of the signal from the antenna.  Unless 
calibrated out, the gain dips will, however, cause change in the shapes of the beams 
formed by the stations, at times when significant RFI impacts a station.  Having said this, 
we do expect that RFI might impact all antennas in a station in the same way; therefore, if 
all antennas experience the same loss in receiver gain at any instant then the station beam 
will remain unchanged in shape and the only consequence of RFI would be a decrease in 
signal amplitude from the station.


The electronics in the Tile Processing Module (TPM) does have low pass filters in the 
preADU that limit the band prior to sampling.  But this is after the RFoF link.  The LNA at 
the vertex of the SKALA4.1 antenna has an S21 that has significant gain all the way above 
500 MHz, and so any RFI that is picked up by the antenna in the band of the LNA would 
appear at the RFoF transmitter input and hence trigger any AGC feedback.  Thus when 
there is a gain dip there may not be corresponding RFI in the recorded 50-350 MHz 
spectrum.


The RFI I see in the band is not large compared to the total band power; hence it is 
surprising that the gain dips.  Improving the headroom for RFI in the RFoF link might help 
mitigate the issue.  Perhaps changing the operating point of the modulator to have 
reduced modulation depth would help, provided the signal to noise is not compromised. 


Antenna bandpass: 

First, it may be noted here that the band shapes depicted in this note represent averages 
of the sky brightness temperature weighted by the frequency dependent beam pattern.  
They represent the band shapes for the sky noise temperature in the individual antennas of 
the station.  


The band shape does not represent the gain of the antenna towards any direction in the 
sky.  The antenna band shape towards any sky direction would depend on the gain versus 



frequency in the frequency-dependent beam of that antenna.  The antenna band shape 
towards any sky direction might have larger excursions, compared to those in the plots of 
this note.  


It may also be noted here that the average of the band shapes of all of the antennas in the 
station does not represent the band shape for the station towards any sky direction.  The 
station beam is computed as a voltage sum over the antennas in the station, whereas this 
note examines the power spectra from the antennas of the station.  I would expect the 
band shape for the station beam to be position dependent and, in general, have more 
excursions compared to the average computed herein. 


There is significant spectral structure of considerable magnitude centred at 78 MHz in 
almost all the antennas.  This is precisely where Bowman et al. report a feature in their 
spectrum made using the EDGES radiometer at MRO, and where SKA-Low might target 
Cosmic Dawn detection.   At 78 MHz, where the most significant spectral structure 
appears in the AAVS2 antennas, I wonder if this feature is related to the average spacing 
between antennas in the station coupled with the phase change on scattering: the average 
spacing is close to half wavelength at 78 MHz.  Many antennas also show a sharp 
structure around 55 MHz.  


Apart from the relatively sharper features at 55 and 78 MHz, the antenna band shapes 
show additional variations and structures below the FM band.  Partly, this is perhaps due 
to mutual coupling between antennas, which is much more impactful below 100 MHz and 
would be different in different antennas and polarisations.  As discussed above, there is 
also spectral features that vary over time and arise due to mode coupling, caused by the 
frequency-dependent embedded beam patterns and spatial variations in sky brightness. 


Above 100 MHz, the bandpass appears relatively benign and shows a small ripple that is 
perhaps due to the log-periodic structure.


All of the band pass structures in the gain of the station beam versus frequency will, in 
principle, be corrected for in the data as part of bandpass calibration. The bandpass 
calibration will necessarily have to be performed on a per-channel basis, as is standard 
practice in Fourier synthesis telescopes like the VLA. 



